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Introduction

Hydro ynamic mo eis of the North Sea are primarily concerned

with tides an storm surges an the associated currents which can

have velocities as high as several meters per second.

However the period of the dominant tide is only about half

day and the characteristic life time of a synoptic weather pat-

te rn is of the or er of a few d ys. The very strong c rrents

which are produce by the ti es and the atmospheric forcing are

hus relatively transitory an a Marine Biologist will argue that

over time scales of biological interest, they change n reverse

so many times that they more or less cancel out, leaving only a

small resi ual contribution to the net water circul tion.

The importance of t~dal an win in uced c rrents on the ge-

neration of t rbulence and the mixing of water proper ies is of

course not denied but many biologists woul be content with some

ro gh parameterization of the efficiency of turbulent mixing and,

for the rest, so me general description of the long term transport

of "water masseslI.

Altho gh the concept of "moving water masses", an its

tr in of pseudo-lagrangian misdoings, appe 1 to chemists an

biologists who wo ld like to find, in the field, near-laboratory
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conditions, it is impossible to define it in any scientific way

and charts of the North Sea's waters like the one shown in figure

1 and reproduced from Laevastu (1963) are easily misinterpreted

and often confuse the situation by superposing a flow pattern on

an apparently permanent "geography" of water masses.

The notion of "residual" circulation - which,at least,

has an Eulerian foundation - has long remained almost as

vague. Some people have defined it as the observed flow minus

the computed tidal flow. Such adefinition is understandable

from a physical point of view but one must realize that the

residual flow so-defined contains all wind-induced currents,

including small scale fluctuations. It is definitely not a

steady or quasi-steady flow and some attempts to visualize

~ it by means of streamlines are questionable.

What it represents, in terms of marine chemistry or marine

ecolcgy is not at all clear.

Actually, if one wants t0 take the point of view of the

marine ecologist, what one should really look at is the

mean flow over some appropriate per iod of time of biological

interest.

It is customary for experimentalists to compute, from

long series of observations, daily, weekly and monthly

averages.

What such averages actually represent is debatable.

No doubt that tidal currents are essentially removed in

this process. However with tidal velocities, one or two orders

of magnitude higher than residual velocities and the latter of

the order of traditional current-meters'errors, one may fear

that, as a result of the non-linearities of the equipment, the

error remains the same order of magnitude after averaging and

~ leads to a 100 , inaccuracy in the calculated mean residual

(e. g. Nihoul, 1980).

Moreover the choice of the per iods of time over which the

averages are made is not obvious as it seems to rely more on the

calendar than on physical processes. One must be quite clear of

what one gets from such averages.
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With tides reversing four times daily and changes in the

synoptic weather pattern taking several days, one may expect

daily averages to remove tidal motions while still catching most

of the residual currents responding to the evolvinq meteorolo

gical conditions.

Monthly averages, on the other hand, will have a more

"climatic"sense and will presumably represent the residual cir

culation which is induced by macroscale oceanic currents and

the mean effect of non-linear interactions of mesoscale motions

(tides, storm surges ... ).

The role of residual currents and residual structures

(fronts .•• ) in the dynamics of marine populations, the long

term transport of sediments or the ultimate disposal of pollu

tants, for example, is universally recognized but different

schools of theoreticians and experimentalists still favour diffe

rent definitions which, in the case of the North Sea, may have

little in common apart from the fact that the strong tidal oscil

lations have been removed.

Obviously, each definition addresses a particular kind of

problem and if, as it is now universally agreed, the residual

circulation is defined as the mean motion over aperiod of time

sufficiently large to cancel tidal oscillations and transient

wind-induced currents, there is still the problem of choosing

the time interval of averaging, taking into account the ob

jectives of the study.

In any case, it is not demonstrated that such a time ave

rage may be obtained with sufficient accuracy from experimental

records. As pointed out before, the averaging takes away more

than 90 , of the signal and the final result is of the same

order as the instrumental error .

In the following, one examines how the problem can be

approached through mathematical modelling.
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where a is the Earth's rotation vector

the pressure, p the specific mass of sea

1 / t+ T
- V dt
T t

f
t+ T

~ v, dt
t

(e.g. Nihoul, 1975)

where v is the vertical eddy viscosity and • the Reynolds stress

(vector) .

The residual Elow is deEined as the mean Elow over a time

T sUfficiently large to cover at least one or two tidal periods.

If the subscript " " denotes such an average, one may write

V.v = 0 (1)
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coordinate and R the Reynolds stress tensor (the stress is here

per unit mass of sea water) resulting from the non-linear inter

actions of three-dimensional microscale turbulent fluctuations.

The Reynolds stress tensor can be parameterized in terms

of eddy viscosity coefficients. In microscale three-dimensional

turbulence, these coefficients are of the same order of magni

tude in the horizontal and vertical directions. Then, horizontal

length scales being much larger than the depth, the last term

in t her i g h t - ha nd si deo E e q. (2) ca n be wr i t t e n simp 1 y, wi t h

a very good approximation

The three-dimensional hydrodynamic equations applicable to

a well-mixed continental sea, like the North Sea, can be written

The governing equations
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What Vo and V, respectively include depends on the time of

integration T.

If T is of the order of one day (exactly two or three pe

riods of the dominant M2 tide), T - 10 5 , the averaging elimi

nates the tidal currents andsmoothes out all current fluctu-

ations, -genera ted by variations of the wind field, for ins

tance- , which have a time smaller than T.

However, as mentioned before, changes in the synoptic wea

ther pattern have time scales comparable with T - 10 5
• Thus,

unless one considers per iods of negligible meteorological for

cing, T - 10 5 does not correspond to a valley in the energy

spectrum of the currents. In that case, one cannot derive an

equation for V o by averaging eq. (2) and assuming that, as for an

ensemble average, the averaging commutes with the time deri

vative. Furthermore, Vo defined in this way, depends very much

on time and doesn't correspond to the quasi-steady drift flow

the biologists have in mind when they talk about residuals.

One might argue that such a time dependent daily mean is

still worth calculating to follow the response of the sea to the

evolving weather pattern especially in storm conditions.

However a time step of the order of 10 5 is tao large to predict

the storm-induced currents with accuracy and it is much wiser, in

that case, to forget about averaging and salve eq. ('I) and (2) for

tides and storm surges simultaneously.

Thus, "daily" residuals do not seem to be appropriate to

describe real situations in the North Sea.

From a mathematical point of view, however, one can always

~onsider the mean currents over two or three tidal periods, ne

glecting all atmospheric influence. Such "tidal residuals" em

phasize the part played by tidal motions in determining the re-

... sidual circulation and, with very much less computer work needed.

they give a fairly good idea of the "climatic residual circu

lation" described below.

If one takes, now, a much greater time of averaging, say T

of the order of 10' (- two weeks) to 10' (- four months) one

may expect, over such a long time, a great variety of different
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meteorological conditions resulting in an almost random atmos

pheric forcing on the sea. The current patterns will reflect

the atmospheric variability and, on the average, there will be

only a small residue.

The mean flow over a time T - 10 8 ,10' may be regarded as

the "climatic residual" flow which affects the dynamics of bio

logical populations, the long term transport of sediments and

the slow removal of pollutants.

The climatic circulation in the North Sea is produced by

the inflow and outflow of macroscale Atlantic currents, by the

action of the mean wind stress and, as shown below, by the mean

effect of non-linear interactions of mesoscale motions (tides,

storm surges ... ).

The equations for the climatic residual flow may be obtained

by taking the average of eqs. (1) and (2) over the chosen time

T (T - 10 8 ,10').

The time derivative in the left-hand side of eq. (2) gives

a contribution

V(t+T) - v(t)
T

( 7)

Since the time T has been chosen a multiple of the main

tidal per iod and la~ge enough to cover a gre~t variety of meteo

rological events, one should expect the numerator of (7) to be

of the same order as the residual velocity v o ' If one takes it

to be one order of magnitude larger to be on the safe side, one

find

•
v(t + T) - V(t)

T

The average of the Coriolis acceleration is

(8)

One may thus neglect the contribution of the time derivative

in the equation for Vo
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The climatic residual circulation is then given by the steady

state equations

~.(~)

where

+ + ~.N

( 10)

( 1 1 )

N (- V,V')o ( 12)

Since Vo is one or two orders of magnitude smaller than

V, which contains in particular the tidal currents, the first

term in the left-hand side of eq. (12) is completely negligible.

The tensor N in the right-hand side plays, for mesoscale motions,

a role similar to that of the turbulent ~eynolds stress tensor

R in eq. (2) and may be called the "mesoscale Reynolds stress

tensor". The last term in the right-hand side of eq. (11) repre

sents an additional force acting on the residual flow and

resulting from the non-linear interactions of mesoscale motions

(tides, storm surges .•. ).

The importance of this force was uiscovered, first, by

depth-integrated numerical mOdels of the residual circulation

in the North Sea (Nihoul 1974, Nihoul and Ronday 1975) and the

associated stress was initially referred to as the "tidal

stress" to emphasize the omnipresent contribution of tidal

motions.

The mesoscale Reynolds stress tensor

and (2) for mesoscale motions and taking the climatic average of

the dyadic V,V,

In fact the solution of eqs. (1) and (2) with appropriate

wind forcing and open sea boundary conditions yields

• The tensor N can be computed explicitly by solving eqs. (1)
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and one may reasonably ask the question why one must go through

the processe of computing N and solving eqs. (10) and (11) to

obtain the residual velocity Vo i.e. why one cannot solve (1)

and (2) for the total velocity V and simply derive V
o

from V

directly, by averaging the solution of eqs. (1) and (2).

The problem here, again, is that, in the North Sea,

10 " resulting from the imprecision of open sea boun-

presents

of, say,

90 , of V If one allows for an error

V, re-

<Sv on V

dary conditions and from the approximations of the numerical me

thod, the error is of the same order of magnitude as the residual

flow Vo '

Because of non-linearities, one may fear t~at, in the ave-

raging process, this error does not, for the essential, cancel
out as V, does. Thus averaging the solution V of eqs~ (1) and
(2), one gets V o + (<SV)o i.e. the residual velocity with an

error which may be as large as 100 , (Nihoul and Ronday, 1976a).

The procedure is conceivable when modelling a very limited

area (near a coast, for instance) where the mesh size of the nu

merical grid can be reduced and where the open-sea boundary con

ditions can be determined with greater accuracy by direct measu-

rements. Then <Sv can be made small enough for the average

V o + (<SV)o to provide a satisfactory evaluation of the residual

flow Vo '

In the case of the North Sea or, even, the Southern Bight or

the English Channel, models of such_a high accuracy are prohibi

tively expensive and cannot be considered for routine forecasting.

However, the classical models give V, with a fair accuracy

and they can be used to compute the mesoscale stress tensor N •

The latter can be substituted in eq. (1 t) and the system of

eeqs. (10) and (11) can be solved very quickly to obtain v
o

'

One can show that, in this way, one can determine Vo with

good accuracy.

Typical va lues for the North Sea show that, in general, the

two terms

magnitude.

and ". (- v, V t)o are of the same order of
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If OV. is the error on V, ' one has

['1.(- v,v')ol

This error induces an error oVo on Vo given by

ov
0(2nvo --')

V,

i.e.

ov,
V,

Hence the relative error is the same on ~ and on V, and

not the absolute error as before. Thus if v, can be computed

with, say, a 90 \ precision, the solution of the averaged equa

tions (10) and (11) will give the residual circulation with the

same 90 \ precision.

The equation for the horizontal transport

If one writes

V = u + w e] u = Uo + u, (13);(13')

•
emphasizing the horizontal velocity vector U, one defines the

residual horizontal transport as

( 14)

where Uo is the depth-averaged velocity, Ho = h + ~o h is

the depth and ~o the residual surface elevation. (Ho - h because

~o «: h).

The derivation of equations for the residual transport by

integration of eqs. (10) and (11) over depth is quite straight-
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..
forward (e. g. Nihoul, 1975a). One finds, after some reordering,

o

where

(15 )

(16)

K
o 11 ü,lIo

Ho
(17)

u, denoting the depth-mean of u, and a standing in brief for

,s + ,n - ,b
0 0 0

e where

(i) s is the residual wind stress'0

(ii) ,~ is the mesoscale Reynolds stress

( 18)

(11i) is the mesoscale "friction stress"

( 19)

The friction stress is the part of the residual bottom stress

(the first part is - K Uo ) which results from the non-linear

interactions of mesoscale motions. It is analogous to the Rey

nolds stress ,~ and represents an additional forcing on the

residual flow.

Since Uo is a two-dimensional horizontal vector, eq. (15)

suggests the introduction of a stream function ~(X"X2)

e that

U O.1 - ~aX2

UO.2 lL
ax,

such

(20)

(21 )
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Eliminating qo between the two horizontal eomponents of

eq. (16), one obtains then a single elliptie equation for W,
viz. [using (20) J

d
+ --

:lx 2
+

(22)

This equation must be solved with appropriate boundary eon-

ditions. If one ean simply take w = eonst. along the eoasts,

the eonditions on the open-sea boundaries are mueh more diffi

eult to assess. One has estimates of the total inflows through

.a.the Straits of Dover [- 7400 km J .y-' (Van Veen, 1938; Carruthers,

"'1935)], the Northern boundary [- 23000 km J .y-' (Kalle, 1949;

taevastu, 1963) J, through the Skagerrak [- 479 km J .y-' (lees

Skagerrak Expedition)] as well as of the eontribution of the

main rivers [- 245 km J .y-' (Me Cave, 1974)] but the distribution

of these flows along the boundaries are poorly known and one

must resort to interpolation formulas which may or may not re

present adequately the eontribution, to the residual eirculation

of the North Sea, of inflowing or outflowing oceanic macroseale

eurrents (e. g. Ronday, 1975). A better determination of the con

ditions along open-sea boundaries is needed and should be consi

dered with the highest priority in the near future.

Eq. (22) shows the influence on the residual flow of the

residual frietion coeffieient K and its gradient, of the dis

tribution of depths, on the curl of the residual wind stress

and of the mesoscale stresses .~ and .~.

In relatively coarse grid models of the whole North Sea

~(Where the variations of K and h are partly smoothed out), the

effect of the mesoseale stresses appears to be the most specta

cular. This is illustrated by figures (2), (3) and (4), fi

furing the residual circulation in negligible wind conditions.

Figure (2) shows the residual flow pattern assuming a constant

depth of 80 m and neglecting .~ and .~
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• Figure (3) shows the flow pattern taking the depth distribution

into account and neglecting .~ and .:.

Figure (4) shows thp. flow pattern taking the depth distribution

into account and incl~ding .; and .; computed from the results

of a preliminary time dependent model of mesoscale flows.

The differences between figures (2) and (3) are small. They

both reproduce the broad trend of the residual circulation in

duced by the in-and out-flow of two branches of the North

Atlantic current but they fail to uncover residual gyres which

constitue essential features of the residual flow pattern and

which have been traced in the field'by observations (e.g.

Zimmerman, 1976; Riepma, 1977; Beckers et al., 1976)
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A eomparison between figure (4) and figure (1) shows a

good agreement between the predictions of the model and the

expeeted eireulation of water masses in the North Sea.

However, as mentioned before, a model eovering the whole

North Sea does not have a suffieiently fine resolution (of bot

tom topography, for instanee) and eannot deteet all the existing

gyres.

For that reason, three models were run simultaneously, one

eovering the North Sea and part of the English Channel, another

one, the Southern Bight and the th'ird one, the Belgian eoastal

waters; the large seale models providing open-sea boundary con-

ditions for the smaller seale mOdels.

eFigUre (5) shows the residual eirculation in the Southern Bight.

One notices in particular a gyre off the Belgian coast whieh was

not apparent on figure (4). This gyre is produced by the meso

seale stresses in relation with the spatial variations of the

depth and of the residual frietion eoeffieient K (Nihoul and

Ronday, 1976). The presenee of the gyre has been shown to play

an important role in the distribution of sediments (Nihoul, 1975b)

and in creating off the Northerh Belgian eoast the eonditions of

an outer-lagoon with specifie chemieal and eeologieal eharae

teristies (Nihoul, 1974; Beekers et al., 1976).

The energy equations

Using eq. (3), one ean write the equations for v, v. and

v, in the form

7. (vv) + - 7q + (23)

+ + + 'l.N (24)

av,
ät + 7. [v, v. + v, v, (v,v,).] + 2 C A v,

- V'q,

(25)
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with

7.v = 7.Vo = 7.V, = 0 (26) , (27) , (28)

One can see that the equation for v, is essentially the same

as the equation for v. They only differ by terms which are or

ders of magnitude smaller. It is the reason why, one can, with

the appropriate boundary conditions, determine the mesoscale ve

locity v, , in a first step, and the residual velocity V
o

' in

a second step, taking the coupling between the two types of motion

into account in the calculation of Vo only.

Taking the scalar products of eqs. (23), (24) and (25) res

pectively by v, Vo and v, , using (26), (27) and (28), and

averaging over T, one finds, neglecting again the contributions

from the time derivatives under the assumptlon that T is suffi

ciently large

a= -a- (v. ')0x 3

av
(.. -,-)

ox 3 0
(29)

av o
- •. ---No aX 3

( 30)

v~

2
+ v, a-a- (v",,)x 3 0

av,
("t, • -a-)

x 3 0
+ N

(31 )

The terms in thp. left-hand sides of eqs. (29), (30) and

(31) are of the divergence form. They represent fluxes of ener

gy in physical space. The<terms in the right-hand sides repre

se nt rates of energy production or destruction or energy ex

changes between scales of motion.

Integrating over depth, one can see for instance that the

first terms represent the average rate of work of the wind stress
T' , i.e.

(32)

where v· denotes the surface velocity.
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The second term in the right-hand side of eq. (29) is re la

ted to the average dissipation of energy. Using eq. (3), one has,

indeed

_ T . 0'1
oX J

where is he eddy viscosity.

(33)

E

The depth-average

(0
- h

issipation rate

(34 )

c n be split in two parts, as seen from eqs. (30) an (31) , i.e.

e (0 av 0 1 (0 3'1,
(35)E To 3x J

dXJ + (T, -) dXJHo Ho 3 x J 0
- h -h

The contrib tion of the residual stress To to the energy budget

The second term in the right-han

viously rela ed to the energy dissipate

sie 0 f e . (35) iso b-

by the mesoscale 000-

iOns. It is, by f r, he essential Con ribution to E and may

Serve s a first approximat1on of i is however the first

erm One is in ereste

nisms which con rib

in, here, to explain the phys1cal mecha-

e to sh pe the resi ual circulation.

In eva uatin this erm, one can obvio sly restriet t en-
ion to he horizontal components of the vec Ors '0 an "0 ,a n

3'1this lS also rue for any scalar product of he form ,
x 3

One has indee from the continuity equation,

where

lJ.u

L is the characteristic scale of horizontal variations.

On

u
X 3

the other hand
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Since h « L , the contributions from the vertical velocity are

completely negligible in the integrals of eq. (35).

The appl' cat ion of the three-dimensional equations (I) and

(2) to the North Sea (Nihoul, 1977; Nihoul et al., 1979) shows

that

(i) the turbulent stress can be written

,'<;+,b(1-0 H L (36)

·"here ,s and ,b are respectively the surface stress and the

bottom stress (per unit mass of sea water), <; = H-' (x
3

+ h)

H = h + I; h is the epth and the surface elevation, the

Karman constant,

Ar'!' s are functions of

their time derivaties,

11, b 11' H

t ,

K

X,

is

and x
2

the Von

involving s, , and

and the f nctions f n (0 are the eigenfunctions of the problem

d f n
(37)

<;
(A -<;-) n f n

f n
),

<;
0 at <; 0 and <; ( 38)

being the correspon ing eigenv lue.

The last term in the ri ht-hand si e of e _. (36) plays an

i:npor n ro1e in the etermin tion of the velocity field V

b t its etfec is limi ed to relatively short per iods of weak

c rren s ( t tide reversal, for instance) (Niho 1, 1977;

N:l.houl et al., 7) nd it contributes very little to the resi-

dua 1 urbulen Reynolds s ress obtained by ver ing over a

time T covering several ti al periods.

Hence, set ti n

approx tma ton

Z = x 3 + h , one may write. ·"ith a good

,~ + Z (3 )
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(ii) the bottorn stress ,0 is a function of ,', the depth-

averaged velocity u and the time derivaties of u

If one excepts, again, short periods of weak currents, ,0
can be pproximated by the classical "quadratic bottom friceion

law"

,0=Dllullu (40 )

where D is ehe drag coefficient.

Aver ging over a time T as before, one obtains then

,0 D 11 u ,il o Uo + ( D lIu,1I u, )00
i. e. using eqs. ( 17) and ( 19)-,0 f

Ho K Uo + '00

(41)

(42)

eh nging variable to z a nd sing (39), one can write

1 (0 ~ (0 ~'0 x J '0 z
Ho x J Ho 3z

- h '0 (43)

(0 ,0 Uo
dz (0 "

_ 1; b 3u 0
~

+ ( )
~

z dz
Ho 0 Ho H 0

'0 '0

The ho r i zon ca 1 velocity U , however it may for the rest

A firstz = 0nearlikebehavesimplies th t

v ry with epth, always has a log rithmic profile near the bottom.
3u
3x J

consequence of chis asymptoeic behaviour of the velocity profile

This

is that ineegrals over epth re, strictly spe king, not taken

Erom z = 0 to ehe surEace b t Erom some very small heighe

(the "rugosity length") to the surEace. This has been taken into

the second inte-

that the first in-cco nt in eq. (43). A secend conseq ence

eeegral in the right-hand si e of eq. (43)

ehe singularity at z = 0 being c ncelle

ral by the factor z

is

is

in

rgely eminant,

Since the second integral is only a small correct'on, one

rnay make the approximation
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Eq. (43) can thus be rewritten

dx) dz

Integrating by parts, one gets

T~ jHO
Z+ -.

H. H.
'0

(44)

dx) +
(45)

i.e., using eq. (42)

dx) +
T~.(U~ -

(46)

The first two terms in the right-hand side of eq. (30) in te-
grated over depth give then

(0 av. ] (0 T.[_a_
(v•. T.) - T. dx)_ h x) aX3 v. ax) x)

- n

(47), - _2
I -T •. U. - KH.u. + T •. U 0

transport equation for the contribution of the wind stress

i.e. the same result one would have obtained from the
gr te

epth in te-

n the bottom stress, by taking the sc lar prod ct of eq. (16)
by U 0 •

One notes th t, in the ri ht-han

term represents the rate of work

the first term c n be associate

pation of ener y. The secon

side of eq. (46), only

without ambig ity to the dissi-

oE the mesosca e Eriction stress. Although its "bottom Eriction"

eOrigin

reason
is clear, it~ sign cannot be set apriori and there is no

why it could not act a ly provi e energy to the resid 'al
flow.

The same C n be said for the last term in the right-hand

side of eq. (30). This term appe rs with the opposite si n in

eq. (31). It th s represents an exchange of energy between reS1

dual and mesoscale flows; this term can be either positive or
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negative. There is no way of knowing apriori whether the energy

is extracted from the mean flow and goes from macroseales to

mesoscales or if it is supplied to the mean flow by mesoscale

motions.

The exchange of energy between scales of motion

The exchanqe of energy between macrose les and mesoscales

can be characcerized, at each point of the orth Sea, by the

depth-average rates of energy transfer

E N
-l- (0 (N \Iv 0) dX 3 ( 48)
Ho- -h

f -
E,

Ho
( .. o' U o ) ( 49)

These quantities, which may be posi ive or negative should

be compared wi h the ra e of ener y issipation by the resi-

ual motion

_2

E 0 K u 0

i. e·

( 50)

The mesoscale Reynol s stress tensor N also contributes to

the term V. (- N.v o ) in the left-h nd side of eq. (30).

This is a completely ifferent effect because it implies a

flux of energy in physical space while N: \lv o ' appearing in

boths eq. (30) and (31). represencs a transfer of energy becween

scales, i.e. a flux of energy in Fourier space.

This effect cannot however be ignore if one wants to un-

derstand the mechanisms by which the mesoscale stresses act on

~ the residual flow. One shall define

<5
Ho J

fo

[V.{- N.vo )] dX J

-h

(51)

It may be note here th t

Ho (Ö + E N) = Jr
o

[v 0 • (\I. N) ]

- h

x J
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fig. 6.

Curves of equal values of the Simpson-Hunter oara.meter
S • log '0 ( 0-', - ') in the 'Iorth Sea.

i s no ui e he same as her te 0 E wo L 0 E he mesoscale
n

.-teynol s s ress '0 sone woul

~ar pro uct oE eq. (16) by U
O

'

eval ate it by taking he sca-

It has seeme

be ween he resi u

interesting to explore the interac ions

Elow and the mesoscale mocions in the North

Sea by c lc latin e: F using he res 1 s OF the

hree- imensional mo el mentioned earlier (Nihoul, 1977; Nihoul

et al., 1 7 ). Taking, to be in with. a si uation of negligible
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wind forcing, the model was applied to the determinations of

the tidal flow, of the tidal residuals and of the transfer fun-

and 6 . The depth-averaged issipation rate E

(eq. 34) was also computed for comparison.

Figure 6 shows the distribution over the North Sea of the

non-dimensional parameter

5 log 10
E*

E
(52)

where E* is a value of reference taken here as 2 ·3m .s

The parameter S was introduced by Simpson and Hunter who

argued that the critical value S ; 1.5 indicate the re ions where

fronts were likely to form in the summer. Th~s pre iction appe rs

o be fairly well confirmed by observations {e.g. Pingree an

Griffit.hs 1978, ihoulI980}.

One can see on fi ure 6 that E varies from values of the

order of 10 - 5 or larger in the Sou hern Bight to 10-· in coas-

tal areas and 10. 7 in the Northern part of the North Sea.

There is some similitude between the distribution of E and

that of and but nd 6 are in general

about two orders of magnitude smaller than E Furthermore,

while is positive definite, both positive and negative va-

lues of and 6 are found.

Positive values of EN indicate a transfer of ener y from

the mean (resi ual) flow to the mesoscale motion (a positive

mesoscale e y viscosi y in the term~nology of turbulence).

uch posit~ve values are found in rather well-marked often

lsolate regions which have the appearance of large mesoscale

eies with smaller mesoscale eddies inside them. This can be

seen on figure 7 which shows the distribution of the positive

values of

(53)
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Oistrib tion cf the positive "Blues of tne "orl"lalized ransfe,. function iN
in the 'k>rth See (no wind).

The he vy line is the curve I. In many places. i t

nearly coinci es ith the line "0" where changes si n .

In inte"'preti"" fi3l..ire 7 an those 'lihien follow, ON rolust "'e'"!8mber tna hav'nq 0 ca cu a e horirontal
gra<Jients, he /:"IOdel can only provl e resui.ts orte rid point away from the coast. On.., cannot say anything
from tne flgures about the coastal fringe.
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Dis dbution of the po.sitive values of "e nor'"'slized function
iN + 6 in t !\ort" Sea ("0 wind).

The distribution of lS roughly the opposite. is e-

neral y negative where lS positive. As a result the sum

EH + 6 drops by almost one order of magnitu e s shown in fi re

8 where the positive values of
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E ~ + 6 + (54)

are plotted (the heavy line is the curve 1). Again the

positive regions appear rather localized while the negative va

lues are more diffused, the largest negative values (in the

range - 1 , - 10) occuring in the western and central parts of

the North Sea.

Positive and negative values of are also found in diffe-

rent regions of the North Sea. However these values are generally

small except in a few localized places such as very

shallow areas like the Southern Bight, where positive and nega

tive values of EF of the order of 10-7 are observed. (This

result cvuld have been anticipated. In the absence of wind, the

mesoscale velocity U1 is the tidal velocity and the contribution

to .~ from a velocity U 1 at a given time tends to be cancelled

by an opposite contribution of a velocity - u 1 ' about one half

tidal period later. In shallow waters of course, the smallness

of the depth, appearing at the denominator in eq. (49), increases

the order of magnitude of

The sum represents the rate of work of the meso-

scales stresses. Again, one finds regions where it is positive

and regions where it is negative with rather sharp transitions

indicated as before by thp. frequent coincidence of the curves

o and in the plot of the normalized rate of work

(55)

Positive and negative values of E~ + EF are found in the range

o - 10 with large regions where it is of order 1.

~ The p.ttern of the total rate of energy production (ar des-

truction) •

( 56)

is rather similar to the pattern of

sharp transitions, the addition of

few places.)

E~ + EF (Because of the

is determinant only in a
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i9. 9.

Dis ribution cf positive lIalues cf + iN" i F in ......e ~rth Sea (no wind)

The wo pat erns are less pa chy. Regions oE positive and

ne tive val es form more connected zones.

Comparin with he correspon

th well-~ entiEied res~

ing residual c~rc lation, one Ein s

1 gyres are enerally associate wi h
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regions of negative values (negative mesoscale eddy viscosity

in turbulent terminology) while streamwise flows appear rather

to follow the bands of positive values (positive mesoscale eddy

viscosity in turbulent terminology) in agreement with the re

sults of an earlier study (Nihoul. 1980). (Figure 9).

In summary, the interaction between the residual flow and

the mesoscale tidal flow appears to be characterized by a trans

fer of energy between motions of different scales. This transfer

goes from macroscales to mesoscales in some regions (positive

mesoscale eddy viscosity effect) and from mesoscales to

macroscales in some other regions (negative mesoscale eddy

viscosity effect). A horizontal flux of kinetic energy is set

up to compensate. to some extent.

It is interesting to note that the total sum

oS + E: N + E: F + E: 0

E:o
(57)

is not positive everywhere. A rather extensive patch of negative

values (in the range -1 to -10)spreads out from the Western

North Sea. off the coasts of Scotland and Northern England. into

the central part of the North Sea.

Going back to eq.

completely negligible.

v 2

(30) where the term ';. (Va -f)
one sees that. in the absence

is always

of ,... ind for-

cing. negative values of the sum (57) imply

( 58)

i.e. the mesoscale stresses are actually driving the residual

flow"up the residual slope.and pressure gradient".

The effect of the wind

As pointed out. in the introduction. the tidal residuals

considered in the preceding sections can only constitute a first

approximation of what areal climatic residual circulation iso

The atmospheric forcing has been neglected both in determining
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he mesoscale motion and in compu ing he resulting residuals.

The avantage was that the ime of averaging could be limited

to two or three tidal perio s. This is not possible if one

inclu es the effect of a wind field which itself evolves with

a characteristic time of the same order.
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Distribution of posi tive ",aLles of
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In same c ses. ane m y have o ga to aver ing over several

"f'lee 5 to ensure hat the avera e is meaningful. This implies

th he mesoscale velacity fiel m 5 be calcula ed over the

same perio of t~me and he co s oE operatin the ma el becomes

rapi ly prohibi ively large.


